
RULES:
1. Make sure to use #AGU23Scavenger on Twitter, so that we can tally points!
2. The top 5 participants will win a prize - Winners will be announced Friday

morning!
3. Ask permission for any photos including other participants.

"Famous Faces in Hydrology"

John Selker - Hydrology President Jenny Druhan- Hydrology Secretary

Photo of you at an H3S Event
1. Attend the H3S innovative session ”Thinking Outside the Boxplot”
2. Attend the town hall: Building Your Network: Sharpening the Soft Skills of Science
3. Attend the JEDI session
4. Participate in the co-sponsored trivia night
5. Stop by the booth in the exhibit hall
6. Attend a lunch or coffee meetup
7. Chat with an H3S sponsor (meet them at the booth or at trivia)

No AGU Fall Meeting is Complete Without...
8. Going to the Up-Goer Five session
9. Connecting with a Twitter friend for the first time in person
10. Attending a Keynote talk
11. After hours networking (send us a photo of your dinner party!)

Beyond Water
12. Attend a talk from another section
13. Explore and interact with other poster presenters at another section
14. Take a morning/afternoon to explore San Francisco
15. Favorite hidden gem restaurant
16. Spotting an AGU attendee in the wild (e.g., a coffee shop outside of the convention

center)



17. Most memorable experience with AGU attendees outside of the conference (e.g., a
concert you attended or a San Francisco landmark you saw with new AGU friends)

18. AGU attendee en route to the conference
19. Photo of you (or with others!) with your poster tubes

Selfie with Hip and Helpful H3S Members (or meet another H3S member not shown!)

Jeremy Patterson Matt Preisser Devon Kerins

Seth Adelsperger Eric Kastelic Danyka Byrnes

Tweet Tweet Tweet - Don’t forget to use #AGU23Scavenger
20. Tweet about your favorite moment during #AGU23
21. Tweet about your favorite poster design (ask permission first!)
22. Tweet a photo of your meeting spot landmark
23. Follow us on Twitter (@AGU_H3S) and tag us in a tweet or post!
24. Download the AGU Fall Meeting App and take a screenshot of your favorite session!

Talks + Posters + Stuff You Came Here to Do
25. Tweet about your talk/poster with the tag #AGU23Scavenger
26. Take a photo of an E-lightning poster presentation (ask permission first!)



27. Realize that you have three talks you want to go to happening at the same time and
share with us which ones you’re running to - we can help promote those!

28. Take a selfie with current or future collaborators from another institute
29. Take a selfie with an early career scientist that you’ve made a connection with
30. Take a selfie with an established scientist whose work you admire

Cool Fall Meeting Events That You Didn’t Know Existed
31. Watch a talk at the NASA Hyperwall
32. Show us your new NASA calendar
33. Check out the impressive K-12 scientists presenting posters
34. Attend a non-technical session (like Rhyme Your Research)

Current or past winner of the Early Career Award
35. Current or past winner of the Witherspoon Award (mid-career hydrology award)
36. Current or past winner of the Langbein Award (lifetime award in hydrology)
37. Current or past winner of the Hydrologic Sciences Award (career award in hydrology)

Hint: Use https://hydrology.agu.org/awards/ to find past and current honorees!

https://hydrology.agu.org/awards/

